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And then one day you find 
ten years have got behind 
you



ME
Safe to say that ‘Hydraulic Modeller’ wasn’t on the list of jobs from the career advisor I saw in secondary school

Autumn of 1984 – famine in Ethiopia, heartwrenching images on the BBC cemented a desire to help feed people.



Kept alive by Bob Geldof efforts 
with Live Aid



MORE ME
Thus I went to Leeds University and graduated with a degree in Agricultural Science.

Worked for a number of different companies:

Haiste – bought by Carl Bro – then Grontmij – now Sweco

Babcock Water Engineering Ltd – bought by Earth Tech Engineering – now Aecom

Mouchel (had recently bought Parkman & Ewan Associates) – acquired by WSP



LESSON #1
Be nice – you never know when you’ll work with people again. It’s a very small world.



YORKSHIRE WATER 2010
I joined Yorkshire Water in 2010, following a long period where there were no clean water modellers in 
the business. YW had relied on external consultants only, so the task was to bring it back under YW 
control and re-direct it.

Where do you start with just 2 people? 



CWMAG 2011





CWMAG

We based ourselves loosely on the Urban Drainage Group format and formulated our aims:

Educate and inform on aspects of Model Build and use

Derive and develop some standard user guides

Research topics that would improve the build and use of models

Hold an annual conference or two





Despite my initial horror, I’ve thoroughly enjoyed being part of the group, there’s 
tremendous advantages to networking and working collaboratively. Met some great 
people and had a lot of support. Faced the fear of public speaking. Had to think on my 
feet and wing it



LESSON #2
The moral of the story – when pushed – jump. It might turn out ok

Or as that boss of mine Pete used to say JFDI



YORKSHIRE WATER
2022

Been an interesting summer so far



YORKSHIRE WATER
1995

Mark Thomas Comedy TV (1996) Series 1 Episode 4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0D-
CLCtJXOE&list=PLF01F9D8DAFF26D2F&index=4
About 10mins in

A gift from the people of  Ethiopia……..



CLIMATE CHANGE https://www.metoffice.gov.uk/binaries/cont
ent/assets/metofficegovuk/pdf/research/u
kcp/ukcp18_headline_findings_v4_aug22.
pdf

Harvey Bradshaw Chairman of the 
National Drought Group:



SINCE 1995….

Extended our existing GRID system

Emergency pumping Stations and Pipelines

Enable water to be transferred from East (boreholes) to west 
(rivers and reservoirs)

Leakage reduction (50%)



LOOKING FORWARD

We’re going to have to do more, in an ever increasingly difficult financial situation

We’re going to have to react quicker, plan better



WHERE I LIVE….MODEL 2022

What’s been important? Modelling various 
scenarios, both long term plans and short 
term emergency solutions (such as pumping 
and re-zoning). 

Collaborative working across teams



TO SUMMARISE….

#2 when pushed – take a leap and jump

#1 Be nice – It’s a very small 
world.



#3 BUT MOST OF ALL…………

What we do is valuable & important and we should be proud of it


